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ST JOHN BOSCO ARTS COLLEGE 

 
Reading for Pleasure Policy 

 
 

At St. John Bosco Arts College we subscribe to the statement by OFSTED that:  
 
“All schools should develop policies to promote reading for enjoyment throughout the 
school”.  
 
We believe that children deserve a rich curriculum which encourages extensive reading of 
whole books and other kinds of texts. We believe that active encouragement of reading 
for pleasure is a core part of every child’s educational entitlement, whatever their 
background or attainment because we know that extensive reading and exposure to a wide 
range of texts make a huge contribution to students’ educational achievement.  
 
This policy, although linked to the Literacy Policy, stands alone in its promotion and 
encouragement of reading as a pleasurable activity and thus establishes the basis of the 
philosophy for a wide range of reading within the College.  
 
At St. John Bosco Arts College we aim to promote the concepts of reading for 'fun', 
'enjoyment' and 'pleasure' and we ensure that we include a range of ‘real books’ within the 
Curriculum for English as well as the opportunity for sustained reading from a range of 
other self‐chosen fiction and non‐fiction texts from our LRC.  
 
We believe that the staff and adults who work at St. John Bosco should be ‘reading role 
models’ and we try to ensure that adults share their favourite texts with our students.  
 
Teachers should actively encourage a love of reading in order to promote reading of a 
wide range of books. Through discussion of books of personal interest and the promotion 
of different kinds of books; by encouraging pupils to share their reading and make 
recommendations to each other, teachers foster a love of reading that is passed onto 
pupils. Further to this the teacher should model reading aloud and all pupils should be 
encouraged to read aloud in lessons. This creates a positive reading experience to engage 
pupils; it helps to develop confidence and the ability to read with expression.  
 
Reading for pleasure is actively promoted during form-time and is embedded in our 
pastoral curriculum. Throughout the year we run 6th Form Reading Buddies with Years 7 
and 8 and our skilled teaching assistants run our Reading Partners programme with Year 7. 
This is particularly successful and ensures that the younger children see reading role 
models closer to their own age. 


